
Used-cars-related Business Crossing borders to places where we are needed

● Used car maintenance parts

Number of containers 324
 (40 feet long)
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International transactions of used cars and maintenance parts
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3WM Co., Ltd. exports used cars, trucks, heavy machinery and reusable 
parts, such as engines, that have been removed from scrap cars from 
Japan.
Japanese cars are very popular overseas because of their durability. 
However, in recent years, hybrid cars have been increasing their share in 
Japan. As a result, it has become difficult to cope with demand from the 
Middle East, Latin America and Africa where gasoline-fueled and diesel-
fueled cars are in high demand.
Cognizant of this, the company is  currently engaged in not only 
exporting the products from Japan but also re-exporting to third countries 
the reusable parts, such as engines, of cars that were originally exported 
from Japan as used cars and later scrapped overseas. As part of this 
endeavor, it started the transactions of maintenance parts from used cars 
originating from New Zealand in FY2019, in addition to the UAE. The 
company has also been expanding the number of countries where it 
stocks used cars in addition to Japan.
It promotes reuse by circulating resources and delivering reusable 
materials to the people who need them.
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